Hamtaro and Bijou Trilogy!
Story one: Lost On Their Own
Chapter Three: Sabu Saves the Day!
Note: I don’t know why I keep saying this but yes, the spacing is horrible! Get used to it!
Recap:
Previously, Hamtaro and Bijou arrive at the docks. They decided to build a raft to cross the sea from Jingle’s advice. When a storm hits, Bijou fell out of the raft and into the ocean. After Hamtaro’s rescue, and a strange couple moment they camped. Now they are here. Bijou was going to ask a question, but interrupted by Hamtaro’s worry of crashing into the rocks! Will Sabu see their signal and rescue them? And what was Bijou going to ask?
Hamtaro: “Sabu! It’s us! Hamtaro and Bijou!”
But unfortunately, Sabu doesn’t hear him! And Sabu was getting farther away! Then Hamtaro had an idea! He ripped some of the sticks off and lit them. Then he waved them in the air! Success! Sabu sees the signal and lands Françoise (not sure if I spelled it correctly) on the raft. Two more birds followed.
Sabu: “Well look here Francoise! It’s Hamtaro and Bijou! Come on! We need to get you two out of here!”
Hamtaro and Bijou each climbed on a bird. Within seconds, they are all soaring in the air! As they looked down, they saw the raft crash into a million pieces into the rocks.
Hamtaro: “Thanks for saving us Sabu!”
Bijou: “Yes, thank you!”
Sabu: “Your welcome, Francoise attracts birds all the time so I don’t need to worry!”
Hamtaro: “By the way, how did you know we were here?”
Sabu: “Just a ham-hams instinct!”
Hamtaro: “Heke?”
Sabu: “It means a feeling that tells you things!”
Hamtaro: “By the way, Bijou, you wanted to ask something earlier?”
 Bijou: “I…I…I l…I lo…. I lov… *screech!*”
Hamtaro: “Huh? What’s that?”  
 Sabu: “It’s a hawk! Everyone duck!”
In an instant, Francoise and the other birds started to dive down. Then, they landed by a nearby tree.
Sabu: Phew, that was close!
Hamtaro: “So, you were saying Bijou?”
Bijou: “I lov…”
“Guys you came back!”
They both turned around. It was Boss!
“Hey it’s Hamtaro and Bijou!”
They both turned around. It was the ham-ham gang!
Sandy: “Like, what happened to you guys?
Maxwell: “Yeah, how come you guys were so late?”
Bijou: What do you mean?
Stan: “Like you two were gone and we sat worried!”
Pashmina: You know you shouldn’t scare us like that! Penelope was so scared for you two!
Penelope: Owkwee!
Bijou: It’s a long story!
Hamtaro: Yes it was!
*Bijou and Hamtaro stare at each other blushing*
	The last chapter is almost here! What will Bijou and Hamtaro say?! What will be the ham-hams reactions?  How did Jingle and Sabu really know where they were? Why am I asking these random questions?! That, I don’t know! So until the time comes…
To Be Continued!                                          

